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EMBRACE
HISTORICAL TRUTHS
Embrace historical truths.
Antiracist educators reject incomplete narratives that hide more than they reveal and they are adept
at confronting hard histories in the classroom. The curriculum counters dominant narratives by
including multiple perspectives and balances stories of oppression with those of agency, resistance, and
perseverance. In antiracist schools, students uncover the roots of present-day injustice.

WHAT IS IT?
It is important for educators to be able to
recognize and counter dominant narratives.
These are the often-repeated stories that
represent a single perspective, that of the
dominant social group, and reflect the saying
that the victor tells the story. Dominant narratives
serve to uphold the culture, beliefs, and power of
the majority group by omitting the perspectives,
stories, and agency of marginalized groups.
They disengage students from marginalized
communities and leave all children unprepared
to understand the world.
In addition, educators often sugarcoat history
by passing over the more difficult parts,
rationalizing either that children should not
be exposed to the horrors of history or that the

problems they describe are artifacts of the past
with no relevance to the future.
Educators who embrace historical truths
recognize the “danger of the single story”
that so often surfaces in popular culture and
in teaching materials. They work to develop
the skills not only to recognize the dominant
narrative, but to counter and enrich it. They bring
multiple perspectives into the classroom and
openly discuss past and present injustices as
well as the ways people have worked together
to correct them. They avoid one-dimensional
characterizations of historical figures and groups,
including those that cast oppressed people as
faceless victims or national leaders as flawless.

WHY EMBRACE HISTORICAL TRUTHS?
Curricula that sugarcoat history or selectively omit
stories of oppression and violence do a disservice to
learners. These resources tend to oversimplify the

lives of people in the past as they shy away from
complicated stories – especially when it comes to
1, 2, 3
race and racism.
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The failure to embrace historical truths in the
classroom does a disservice to all learners and
perpetuates historical inequalities. Students who
don’t experience open and honest dialogue about
race and racism in history may enter adulthood
with a misguided perception and understanding of
4
society. Inaccurate portrayals and a lack of honest
dialogue promote a deficit-centered appraisal of
people from non-dominant groups which promotes
5
6
racialized thinking and sustains racist structures.
In turn, when members of non-dominant groups
are portrayed negatively, inaccurately, or unfairly,
misunderstanding and feelings of disempowerment
7
can fester in classrooms.
Teachers who do not teach the truth risk breaking
one of the bonds most essential for all aspects of
an effective classroom: trust. Put simply, bonds of
trust make schools work at all levels. Student trust
8
in teachers is an important predictor of grades,
9
school persistence and aspiration, and disciplinary
10
outcomes. In turn, trust among adults who work
in schools is necessary for school reform and
11
transformation efforts.

Levels of trust, both within and outside of schools,
are racialized. People from non-dominant groups
generally express lower levels of trust relative to
12
peers from dominant groups. The “trust gap” is
largest between Black and white people regardless
13
of their socioeconomic status. Research in New
York City has shown that this gap is widespread in
14
schools. This points to a problem that is especially
pernicious in education, where the majority-white
teaching workforce interacts daily with students
who are considerably more heterogeneous.

HOW DOES IT WORK?
Culturally relevant instruction, where teachers
demonstrate good faith and honesty, builds trust
15, 16
with students. Teaching historical truths is essential
to this work. Learners who feel that their teachers are
lying to them (or lied to them in the past) disengage
from coursework because they feel disrespected and
alienated from school. But when teachers validate
the experiences and perspectives of people of color,
17
students are more engaged with their coursework,
18, 19, 20
see improved academic outcomes,
and recall
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more information from their history courses. This
approach also boosts civic participation – a study
of nearly 700 Chicago high school students has
shown that critical and relevant instruction bolsters
willingness of Latino/a and Black youth to pursue
22
multiple forms of political participation.
Research has sustained the importance of teaching
historical truths for all students. White elementary
students whose history lessons included information
about racism experienced by African Americans
demonstrated less bias, stronger valuing of racial
fairness, and endorsed more counterstereotypic
views of African Americans than students whose
23
lessons omitted information about racism. For Black
students, lessons that tell historical truths about
24
racism and Black history boost mental health,
25
school attendance, and feelings of self-efficacy.
Finally, teaching historical truths helps students
to develop the tools that they need to interrupt
26, 27
unfairness and build better systems.
As James
Loewen wrote, students must “understand the past”
28
to think effectively about our present and future.

HOW CAN WE DEVELOP THIS?
Educators need coursework and practice that
will enable them to challenge the authority of
dominant narratives, ask questions about what texts
29
represent, and identify the “assumptions,

beliefs, ideologies, and concepts embedded in the
30
perspective of the text.” Aronson, Meyers, and
Winn (2020) evaluated a critical literacy workshop
for pre-service teachers that explicitly introduced
counternarratives about common historical
topics and figures such as Columbus and slavery.
Learners compared those counternarratives to ones
presented in popular history texts and were asked
to reflect on the differences. The authors found
that the participating pre-service teachers showed
growth in awareness and commitment to teach
31
more complete stories.
In any grade, teachers can navigate or interrupt
“official curriculum” that marginalizes the history of
Black Americans. King and Brown studied middle
school classrooms and identified several promising
32
practices. These include:
1.

Helping learners to identify traditional narratives
and respond critically. Teachers can introduce
materials such as original historical documents
that cover details and perspectives not included
in conventional or textbook accounts.

2.

Including course content that is relevant to
students’ lives. Teachers in their study used
music, images, and local history to examine
slavery and lynching.

3.

Recognizing the diaspora dimensions of the
Black experience. Educators should always
globalize the Black experience, so that students
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learn about African histories and cultures,
helping learners to cultivate positive beliefs
about Africa.
At the same, curricula and educators’ professional
development should strive to include the decades
of recent scholarship uncovering untold stories of
people from marginalized groups that has not made

33

its way into K-12 classrooms. This will help
teachers to elevate unsung histories of creativity,
resistance, and resilience. For example, fugitive slave
advertisements are records of enslavement placed
by enslavers or jailers. But they are so much more taught properly, they are records of humanity and
34
resistance. Teaching historical truths need not
center trauma.

33 Educating for American Democracy (EAD). 2021. Educating for American Democracy: Excellence in History and Civics for All
Learners. iCivics, March 2, 2021. www.educatingforamericandemocracy.org.
34 For examples of this practice, see: https://app.freedomonthemove.org/educators
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